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THERE IS A DARK SIDE TO THE SUNSHINE STATE, and this issue of
FORUM explores this strange and fearsome terrain, a place where villains and vio
lence, mysteries, murder, and mayhem hold sway. Sunshine Now is an oxymoron
only to those who have not kept up with the literary underworld of crime fiction;
its epicenter is currently, many argue, right here in Florida. This is the other side of

Palm trees
become sinister,
clouds ominous,

William Bartram’s 18th-century Florida paradise: a landscape inhabited by

the heat

dropouts, drug-runners, shady land developers, gator poachers, and other duplici

unbearable, and

tous schemers whose lives and crimes play out in soulless glass skyscrapers, tacky
strip malls, trailer parks, and snake-infested swamps. Palm trees become sinister,

"place becomes

clouds ominous, the heat unbearable, and "place becomes character," as writer

character..."

Stuart Mclver observes.
And what a character Florida is! As Carl Hiaasen, one of our premiere crime
writers, says, "We’re not making this stuff up!" This "stuff" resonates on many lev
els. Edna Buchanan, Florida’s grande dame of crime fiction, depicts today’s Miami
as "an emotionally darker place" with a heroine who yearns to get away "to a
place like Miami used to be," according to writer Barbara O’Reilley. Florida’s pio
neer crime writer, John MacDonald, introduced the millions who read his Travis
McGee series to "the mounting ecological problems of a state growing too fast."
Havana-born writer Carolina Garcia-Aquilera takes her readers into the politically
charged Miami community of her Cuban-American protagonist. Former Sanibel
Island fishing guide Randy Wayne White’s mysteries are set in the maritime culture
of Gulf Coast Florida. His hero is a marine biologist who draws clear parallels
between the corruption of nature and society.
How do we measure this vision of Florida against the "Florida Dream"-the land
of sugar-sand beaches, multicolor sunsets, perennial summers, and endless golf
games? Has Florida’s development trajectory gone from utopia to dystopia? Is this
image more fiction than reality; or is it, as Hiaasen says, lifted right off the front
pages of our newspapers? Like other questions we ask about our state, there are
no simple answers. Sunshine Noir makes us think about what kind of character
Florida is and what kind of future we envision for it. At the same time, it intro
duces us to the scores of writers who are developing a distinctive Florida twist to
the dark, entertaining world of mysteries.
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Comings and
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FHC Elects New

"Telling Florida Stories: Strengthening

Board Members

Florida Communities." Our next grant appli

The FHC Board of Directors recently
elected three new members to serve fouryear terms. They are:
Todd G. Kocourek, presidentiCEO of
Florida First Capital Finance Corporation. A
former counsel to the Commerce
Committee of the Florida House of
Representatives, he has also served as the
"Thinking florida?"
legal counsel to the World Trade Association
Visit our website at
of Florida. He received both his BA. and
www.flahum.org for:
law degrees from Florida State University.
Up-to-date listings of FHC
Cynthia Samaha is active in civic and
programs throughout the state
educational organizations in St. Petersburg.
Resources for teachers devel
She has a law degree from the University of
oped by the Florida Center for
Miami Law School, an M.B.A. from Babson
Teachers
College and a B.A. from Tufts University.
Announcements of scholarShe has practiced law in Miami and Fort
led heritage tours
Myers and is currently restoring and reno
Information on FHC grant
vating historic homes.
* opportunities
Jonathan Fishbane. a partner with the
Our constantly updated
Naples law firm of Goodlette, Coleman &
Speakers Bureau Catalogue
Johnson, specializes in labor and employ
Highlights from previous
ment law, immigration law, and commercial
FORUM magazines
litigation. He has a law degree from Indiana *
. Monthly humanities radio
University and a Ph.D. in European history
programs
from the University of Michigan.

discussion groups held in ten sites across the
state. The discussion series was developed
by Brown University and sponsored by the
FHC.
"I certainly feel this course has changed
my awareness of global conditions," report
ed one participant.
Participants in these scholar-led
discussions wrestled with such
volatile issues as terrorism, tensions
in the Middle East, and homeland
security, and found themselves both
encouraged and challenged by the
wide range of opinions expressed.
As one participant put it, "Often I
found myself realizing what my own
ideas were by agreeing/disagreeing
with others in the room."

cation deadlines, in 2003, are:
April 8-preliminary proposal due
May 8-final proposals due
July 8-notifications of grants given
August I-project start date
Final applications should be submitted
with one original and 28 copies.

FHC also provides mini grants and schol
ar/humanist grants of up to $2,000. The

2003 deadlines for these grants are:

February 20, May 20, August 20, and
November 20.
Notifications of funding decisions for
these grants come approximately three
weeks after each grant deadline. For more
information about how to develop an FHC
grant proposal and to download a sample
grant proposal, visit our website at

www.llahum.org.

Architecture Celebration
Receives Award
The Fine Arts Society of Sarasota recently
received an award from the Florida
Association of the American Institute of
Architects for its program "American
Legacy: The Sarasota School of Architecture
Tour and Symposium."
Partially funded by FHC, this five-day
event included presentations, exhibitions,
and bus and boat tours. More than 1,000
people attended this event, which celebrat
ed the mid-century modern architectural
treasures of Sarasota.

FHC Grants

Discussion Series Explored
Global Policies
Hundreds of Floridians grappled with the
complex issues surrounding America’s global
policies in "Choices for the 21st Century"

The FHC grant program provides
funds to nonprofit cultural and com
munity groups to create public pro
grams and resources that explore
the rich cultural heritage of our state and
the challenging issues facing us as Floridians.
We are particularly interested in proposals
that speak to our current thematic initiative,
FALL 2002
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MIAMI

RIVER

ESSAY

BY

PAUL

S. GEORGE

y childhood world was a neighbor
hood bracketed on two sides by the
meandering Miami River. We lived
in a garage apartment behind my
grandmother’s house near the west
ern fringes of Riverside, an early
1900s Miami subdivision. Occasionally, my father took
me for a walk to the river. There I was filled with won
derment at its buzzing maritime activity, unspoiled
banks, and tall wood-framed homes that appeared to tilt
toward the stream.
Years later, after moving away for graduate school and
several teaching stints elsewhere, I returned to a remark
ably more diverse and developed Miami. I immersed
myself in its rich history and was soon engaged in a full
complement of history-oriented activities, including
conducting history tours of the area. Many people
showed intense interest in the Miami River, and it
became my most popular tour; it remains so today, near
ly two decades later.
Known in earlier times by the Spanish as Agua Duke
or "sweet water," a reference to a freshwater stream, the
Miami River is small as rivers go; but it has hosted as
inuch history as most bodies of water far larger. Indeed,
this serpentine stream speaks to every epoch and ele
ment of the area’s history. Its banks were home to native
Indians, Spanish missions, slave plantations, a U.S.
Army fort, trading posts, luxury hotels, boat yards, fish
eries, and pioneer homes. It has seen ceremonies of
ancient times, fighting in wartime, and industrial devel
opment in modem times.
The river itself is just 4 1/2 miles long. The Miami
Canal, constructed in the early 1900s as part of the
state’s Everglades drainage program, extends the water
way some 80 additional miles to Lake Okeechobee.
People have populated the riverbanks for thousands of
years, as evidenced by the famed Miami Circle, a 2,000year-old circular incision in the bedrock near the river’s
mouth on the south bank. The circle, thought to be a
ceremonial site, measures 38 feet across. On the north
bank, there lived the largest concentration of native
Miamians, called Tequestas by Spanish settlers. The
Spanish built three Jesuit missions for the Tequestas
along the river.
6 FORUM FLoRloAHur1ANmcscouNcIL
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Later, the riverbanks hosted two 19th-century slave

plantations that grew corn, sweet potatoes, and sugarcane; an Army fort active in two Seminole wars; the
home of Julia Tuttle, known as the "mother" of modern
Miami; the stunning Royal Palm Hotel built by railroad
magnate Henry M. Flagler; the fledgling city’s first thor
oughfare, Avenue D; and, in Fort Dallas Park, its most
posh early subdivision.
It was on Avenue D, within one block of the water
way, that 368 settlers, on a steamy summer day in July
1896, voted to incorporate as a city. The settlement had
come a long way by then, thanks to the entry in April
1896, of Flagler’s Florida East Coast Railway. Its original
terminus was on the north bank of the river one block
west of Avenue D. Just a year earlier the tiny settlement
counted but nine persons living along the river. Now it
claimed an estimated 700 residents.
As a city was arising on the north hank, a bustling
Indian trade was nearing the end of its third decade of
activity on the south bank. There, situated near the
mouth, was the thriving Brickell trading post. Its
Miccousukee clients poled downriver from their
Everglades redouhts in dugout canoes, bringing with
them alligator skins and eggs, egret plumes, and coontie
starch processed from the root of a cycad plant and used
for biscuits, breads, and stews. They exchanged these
items for manufactured goods bartered by members of
the flinty Brickell family. That picturesque era would
soon end as the south bank gave way to a rising residen
tial neighborhood.
From this area, the Miami River changes its coat fre
quently as it meanders west/northwest under a colorful
variety of bridges and an imposing expressway span, past
an old boat yard where wartime vessels were manufac
tured, past lobster and stone crab fisheries, and past
beautiful Lummus Park. One of the city’s oldest parks, it
contains the slave plantation house later used as an
Army fort built by William English in the late 1840s. It
is also the location of William Wagner’s pine homestead
house. Erected in the late 1850s, this was the venue for
the first Catholic Masses held since the earlier mission
ary era.
About a quarter-mile west, the pocket neighborhood
of Spring Garden overlooks the river, A historic district
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Who could have imagined just a
century ago that the quiescent
Miami River and the soon-to-be-built
Miami Canal would witness so much
history, much less serve as a critical
lifeline for one of the most important
cities in the hemisphere?

carved out of a subtropical hammock in the I920s and
l930s, it claims Marjory Stoneman Douglas, author of
River of Grass, as an early resident. Farther upriver was
the home of George Lewis, a blockade-runner during
the Civil War. When the Union learned of Lewis’ activ
ities, they sent a small contingent of blockade-enforcers
who proceeded to torch his home.
Beyond there, in the vicinity of the storied Orange
Bowl Stadium, are two fabled "Indian Caves" that hover
above the shallow waters of the Lawrence Park Canal.
The caves are large enough for a person of average
height to amble through in comfort. It is believed that
they began as solution holes in the oolitic limestone
that undergirds the ridge-and every other part of
southeast Florida-and were enlarged by the hand of

man in the 20th century.
Nearby is the confluence of
the river and the south fork,
which roams for nearly a mile in
a southwesterly direction. In
one of the most celebrated inci
dents of the Second Seminole
War, Col. William Harney led
his men upriver froin Fort Dallas
to the south fork and the
Everglades
encampment
of
Chief
Chekaika
and
his
Seminole followers. Harney and
his men, dressed in Indian
regalia and wearing "war paint"
on their faces, killed several
Seminoles, including Chekaika, in revenge for the
wanton slayings of civilians. The Seminole leader’s
giant lifeless body was hung from a tall royal palm
tree.
Less than a half-mile beyond the beginning of the
south fork is the entrance to the Second Port of Miami,
which rises above the banks of the Miami Canal. A bee
hive of activity, the port includes scrap-iron and recy
cling plants; boat-repair, finishing, and painting busi
nesses; and, most importantly, a bustling cargo industry
involving large, aged freighters that return to Caribbean
and Central American countries laden with a wide vari
ety of goods. It is the state’s fourth-busiest port, doing an
annual business of $4 billion.
Who could have imagined just a century ago that the
quiescent Miami River and the soon-to-be-built Miami
Canal would witness so much history, much less serve as
a critical lifeline for one of the most important cities in
the hemisphere? I know of nowhere else in this dynam
ic city that speaks to so many eras, events, personalities,
and processes as the Miami River. I never tire of touring
it and sharing its richly textured history with my audi
ences. For each time I am on the river, I feel as if it is my
inaugural visit, and that all of its wonder is unfolding
before me just as it did the first time I saw it. U
‘I’
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PAUL S. GEORGE is a professor of social science at Miami

Dade Community College, Wolfson Campus.
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WITH WACKY CRIMES AND LUSH TROPICS,
TACKY SCHEMES AND GLAMOROUS SCENES,
FLORIDA IS MUSE FOR MYSTERY WRITERS.

INTRODUCTION

BY STUART

McIVER

FLORIDA IS NOW HOME TO AN ARMY OF MYSTERY WRITERS WHO KEEP POURING OUT BOOKS ABOUT

police, private, and amateur detectives; crafty and creative murderers; menacing and often seductive
red herrings-and one particular character without whom these writers would lose their magic touch,
That character is place.
Today no state has more "place." Strange, wonderful,
weird, horrifying, disgusting, embarrassing, funny
things happen in Florida. And the rest of the nation
turns its eyes on us in titillated fascination. Florida is a
"happening" place.
And what glorious settings! Swamps filled with alli
gators and cottonmouth moccasins slithering past
dense mangroves; glittering cities boasting modem
skyscrapers; tropical moon and stars shining through
swaying palm trees; marinas packed with million-dol
lar yachts and bustling with the beautiful people, easy
prey for ruthless hold-up men; and in total contrast,
the serene beauty of Old Florida’s peaceful mossdraped small towns, where evil can also lurk.
‘1 tell my students I can’t imagine a story that does-

n’r grow out of the place it is portraying,’ said Les
Standiford, author of 13 books and director of the
Creative Writing Program at Miami’s Florida
International University. "Place is as important as
character and the story itself In fact, place becomes a
character-in all its aspects, atmosphere, physical set
ting, time, weathet Weather is a major key to place. I
used to live in El Paso. We got eight inches of rain a
year. Here, we can get that much in a day. We are
conditioned by climate."
Before Florida surged to the top of America’s mys
tery "places," California, the watering hole of the
hard-boiled private eye, dominated crime fiction. In
1930 Dashiell Harnmett’s The Maltese Falcon intro
duced America to a private investigator named Sam
FALL 2002
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Spade. The place was San Francisco. Before the decade
was over Raymond Chandler would depict the mean
streets of Greater Los Angeles through the eyes of
Philip Marlowe. In the years after World War II Ross
MacDonald sealed California’s dominance of the mys
tery scene with his Lew Archer stories. Many writers
followed. They include Sue Grafton, the country’s most
popular mystery author, and a transplanted Floridian
named Michael Connelly, well on his way to becoming
the best in the crowded field of fictional mayhem.
But now, many Floridians, including Standiford,
believe their state has passed California as America’s
mystery capital. A new generation of crime writers start
ed "a trend that has made South Florida one of the
prime locations for crime fiction in the ‘90s," wrote Man
Schudel in a 1994 story in Sunshine magazine. "Miami is
starting to look a lot like Los Angeles in the ‘40s. Film
noir has gone Technicolor."
From morning papers and evening TV, crime leaps
out at Floridians every day. All states have crime but
Florida introduces startling variations. A motel guest
complains of the smell in his room and a closer look
turns up a body underneath the bed. A man cuts off his
wife’s head and throws it at a cop. The tiny community

FLPRIUFI CRIME CLRIIICJ

W

hen it comes to crime fiction, Florida suffers an embarrassment of riches. Since the 1960s the edgiest, most liter
ary, and most challenging work in the field has come not from America’s West Coast authors, as was long the
case, but from writers based in the Sunshine State. Attempting to list a handful of titles as particularly notable
examples of the genre is not only a daunting task, but also one that is certain to draw dissent.
That can’t be helped, but perhaps the gainsaying can be minimized by explaining the criteria used in compiling this
list. First was literary quality. None of the books below is a simple murder mystery. All have larger concerns than merely
entertaining the reader, and several can lay legitimate claim to consideration as serious literature.
A second determining factor was the degree to which Florida influenced the story. In none of these novels is Florida
merely a backdrop. In some, the state is almost a character. Not one of them could have been set anywhere else and suc
ceeded. Availability was also a consideration. Theres Uttle point in recommending a title if it’s impossible to find or pro
hibitively expensive. With one exception-and that book is simply too important to ignore-all of these titles can be found
with relative ease. Selected titles were limited to one per author in order to offer a broader view of the richness and variety
of Florida crime fiction.
There were many other novels that could have been included, but you’ll have to find those on your own. The novels
above are true classics, but Florida crime fiction in general is characterized by unusually high quality. It’s hard to go
wrong. Use these 10 as a starting point. And enjoy.
Within those parameters, then, and listed chronotogically, here are 10 outstanding examples of the Florida crime story:

10 FORUM FLORIDAHUMANITIESCOUNCIL
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STATE OF SUSPENSE
of Okiawaha chooses a bloody 1935 shoot-out between
the FBI and the Ma Barker Gang as the local event
most worthy of reenacting. A T-shirt asks "Where is
‘Bum’ Farto?" to honor a vanished Key West fire chief
convicted of selling cocaine at his fire station.
"There’s so much material here that if you read the
papers and have half a brain, the plots are sitting right
there," said Carl Hiaasen, a third-generation Floridian
who is a columnist for the Miami Herald and mystery
novelist of the gloriously weird. "You can get a good
idea for a novel just walking from one concourse to
another in Miami International Airport."
The Florida mystery didn’t begin to emerge until the
1930s, about the same time Hamrnett and Chandler
took the stage in California. One of the few early
Florida mystery writers was Theodore Pratt of Deiray
Beach, best known for his popular non-mystery novel,
The Barefoot Mathnan. In 1939 Davis Dresser, writing as
Brett Halliday, introduced a Miami private eye named
Mike Shayne. More than 70 Shayne books followed.
Other writers who lived elsewhere but used Florida as a
setting included Leslie Charteris who wrote the Saint
series, George Harmon Coxe, Stephen Ransom,
Mignon Eberhart, and Damon Runyon. The most pop-

The Drowner, John D. MacDonald
1963: He is best known for creathig
Travis McGee, but several of
MacDonald’s stand-alone novels are
superior to anything that series has to
offer. Of those set in Florida, The

Drowner stands out. A straightforward
mystery interwoven with themes of

repressed sexuality, rePigious zealotry,
and parental domination played out in
an atmosphere of good-ol-boy smalltown politics and featuring one of
Macoonalds creepiest viflains The
Drowneris as good as it gets.
The Hated One, Don Tracy 1963:

Returning to the Florida Panhandle town
of Lindsley to dissolve his former part
nership, alcoholic lawyer Frank Coombs
is manipulated into taking on the
defense of a black maid accused of
murder in a town where he is as
despised as his client. The plot is deriv
ative, but Tracy’s unblinking portrayal of

ular American mystery writer in the first half of the
20th century, Mary Roberts Rinehart, spent her winters
on Useppa Island in Pine Island Sound, but her short
story, "Murder and the South Wind," was her only fic
tion set in Florida.
was not until 1964 that Florida started
to emerge as a prime locale for myster
les. That year John D. MacDonald
began writing his Travis McGee series.
Exactly two decades later the state
leaped to a new level in the world of
mysteries with the airing of Miami Vice, a prime-time,
shot-in-Miami television series that began its six-year
run in 1984.
For four decades MacDonald lived in Sarasota,
pounding out 77 books that sold more than 30 million
copies in the United States. He introduced a hero
named Travis McGee in The Deep Blue Goodbye, the
first of 21 McGee books, all bearing a color in their
titles. All begin at the Bahia Mar Marina in Fort
Lauderdale, where McGee berthed his houseboat, The
Busted Flush, at Slip F18. McGee supported himself by
helping people who had been robbed or cheated and
t

racial politics in Florida during a
watershed period in American his
tory shimmers with authenticity.
Long out of print, The Hated One
was recently reissued in the anthol
ogy Orange Pulp University Press
of Florida.
Ninety-two in the Shade, Thomas
McGuane 1973: Publisher Otto
Penzler defines crime ficflon as any
story where a crime or the threat of a
crime is a major narrative element. By
that standard Ninety-two in the Shade

qualifies for inclusion here. The death
threat that is central to the plot imbues
the entEre narrative with a potential for
sudden violence that is a constant in
the lives of the rival Key West fishing
guides, Dance and Skelton, who are the
book’s principal characters. This lyrical,
often grotesque novel of Key West is a
landmark in the development of Florida
fiction.

Street 8, Douglas
Fairbairn 1977:
One of the bleak
est, most existen
tial novels ever
written, Street 8
nkrnnir.Int

+hn

rapidly diminish
ing fortunes of

morally bankrupt
used-car dealer
Bobby Mead. His neighborhood has
been transformed, seemingly overnight,
by a flood of Cuban immigrants. His top
salesman has been murdered and his
garage appropriated by killers. Bobby’s
life is in a power dive fueled by a com
bination of guilt, confusion, and inertia;
and he is in danger of disappearing, lit
erally and figuratively. In the end, the
question of whether he has escaped
that fate or if his disappearance is now
complete is left unanswered. A remark
able accomplishment by any standard,
FALL 2002
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STATE OF SUSPENSE
then taking a cut for himself from whatever he recov
ered.
McGee was "a knight in slightly tarnished armor-a
thinking man’s Robin Hood," wrote MacDonald. This
knight traveled throughout Florida righting wrongs and
introducing his millions of readers to the wonders,
diversity, and the mounting ecological problems of a
state growing too fast.
"Decades before the environmental movement
became trendy, MacDonald was already providing
tough, insightful exposition not only on the ecological
outrages this stare has suffered, but also on the self-serv
ing political networks that endorse the outrages," wrote
mystery novelist Randy Wayne White in Sunshine mag
azine. White, who lives on Pine Island, has followed
MacDonald’s lead with hard-hitting environmental sto
ries.
Twenty years after MacDonald put Florida on the
mystery map, Miami Vice became a television phenome
non, mesmerizing viewers with flashy cars, flashier
women, boat loads of cocaine, an alligator named
Elvis-and two with-it, pastel-dressed detectives named
Crockett and Tubbs.
"Isn’t it ironic that we became known to the world by

Street 818 out of print and may be hard

to find, but it is worth searching for.

The Case of Lucy Bending, Lawrence

Sanders 1982: Life on
Florida’s Gold Coast is
seductively easy in this

nasty, insidiously alluring
tale of moral putrefaction
among the denizens of
some of the priciest real
estate in the world. The tit
ular character is an 8-yearold nymphet who is no less
corrupt than her elders.
She will dismay many
readers, horrify others, but
everything rings dead true.
It pains me to praise the
author responsible for the
unbearably lightweight
Archy McNally series, but Sanders
actually could write. This unsettling lit
tle gem proves it.

this half-baked TV show, mostly fals&" remarked writer
James Hall, who bases his mysteries on Key Largo. "But
it tapped into something we wish was here more than it
is-the special exotic blend of things. There are rough
ly three periods in Florida literary history-before
Miami Vice, during Miami Vice, and after Miami Vice."
all was one of several significant South
Florida writers who moved on stage
"during Miami Vice" to mount the
challenge to the California mystery
novel, Others included Charles
Willeford, Elmore Leonard, Hiaasen,
and Edna Buchanan.
Hall combines the talents to write both poetry and
mysteries set in Florida, particularly the Keys and the
Everglades. A member of FlU’s creative writing faculty,
he once taught a course about best sellers, found he
liked to read them, and moved on to write them. His
impressive output includes tinder Cover of Daylight,
Mean High Tide, and Gone Wild. These books combine
strong environmental themes with a good deal of vio
lence and involve his characters in such diverse activi
ties as treasure hunting, smuggling, and fish farming.

LaBrava, Elmore Leonard 1983: The
threadbare glitz of pie-Madonna South
Beach has never been more evocative
ly presented than in Leonard’s serpen
tine tale of a photog
invotvement
p rapher’s
with a former movie
star, the apparent tar
get of a peculiar extor
tion plot. The confu
sion of appear
ance and reality
is the book’s
I that
central theme is
reinforced by
repeated refer
ences to
LaBrava’s photo
graphs and the
of Jean
I plots
Shaw’s old
movies. LaBia va is probably
Leonard’s most ambitious and lit
erary novel, and easily the best of

those he set in Florida.
New Hope for the Dead, Charles
Willeford 1985: Arguably the most
gifted literary writer to enter the Florida
crime fiction derby, Willeford’s success
came late in his life with the series
featuring rumpled, pragmatic, and
chronically beleaguered Miami
Detective Sergeant Hoke Mosely. Each
of the four books in the brief series is a
treasure, but
New Hope for the
Dead, in which
Hoke faces an
avalanche of per
sonal and profes
sional exigencies,
some truly
bizarre, is a mas
terpiece.
The Heat
Islands, Randy

Wayne White
A
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Hall introduces us to unconventional protagonists rang
ing from Thorn, a beach bum who ties fishing flies for a
living and lives in a stilt hoilse, to Hap Tyler, a tour
guide and part-time sailboard builder.
The 1980s also saw the arrival on the Florida mystery
scene of two significant writers, Willeford and Leonard.
Willeford’s quirky, violent homicide detective, Hoke
Moseley, struggled with personal and professional prob
lems in such memorable books as New Hope for the
Dead, Sideswipe, and Miami Blues, which found its way
to Hollywood in a film featuring Alec Baldwin on a
crime spree.
Leonard, a master of dialogue who divides his time
between Detroit and North Palm Beach, captures the
sound and the action of the Gold Coast. Characters in
his many books range from a Palm Beacher who kills a
Haitian gardener to an unconventional Cracker judge
and even to alligator poachers in Belle Glade. The oniy
contemporary Florida author to receive the Mystery
Writers of America’s Grand Master Award, he has seen
many of his books emerge as motion pictures, not sur
prising in light of his earlier career as a screen writer.
Hiaasen attacks the world of environmental despoil
ers with fiendish glee and probably the most outrageous

1992: Whites second book to feature
Sanibel Island-based marThe biologist
Marion "Doc" Ford, The Heat Islands
artfully blends such disparate themes
as real estate swindles, Tarpon spawn
ing patterns, and New Age spirituality
within the context of a high-voltage
serial killer tale. When it comes to
depicting life in Southwest Florida, par
ticularly on the water, White has no
peer, and he’s never
done itbetterthan
in The Heat Islands.
Done Deal, Les
Standiford 1993:
The prospect of a
major league base
ball team coming to
town ignites a land
rush that turns mur
derous in Done Deal,
the first novel to
feature John Deal, a

JAMES HALL

South Florida builder whose
bone-deep decency is under
constant assault in modern
Florida. An insightful and wry
observer of Miami, Standiford
is also one of the finest writ
ers of action scenes currently
working. Done Deaf’s cflmac
tic showdown in StiltsviHe, an
abandoned development in
Biscayne Say, is
so gut-clenchingly
convincing that it
ought to be part of the cur
riculum at every creative
writing program in the coun
try.

gets the nod
because it features
one of the most
convincing and
appealing female
protagonists in
modern crime fic
tion, truly harrow
ing scenes of the
mechanics of exot
ic animal smug
gling, and the
White brothersRayon and Orion-two of the most
blood-curdling villains ever to tread
South Florida marl. An astonishing
novel.

Gone Wild, James W. Hall
1995: Hall has written so
many top-notch Florida
crime novels that to pick one
over the others is to invite
endless debate. Gone Wild

PAUL A. BEROIN has written about
crime fiction for numerous publica
tions, including The Armchair
Detective, Mystery Scene, and the
St Petersburg TImes, and writes a
column on the Gulfcoast literary scene
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STATE OF SUSPENSE
Shames, and Tom Corcoran of Key West; Elaine Viets,
Nancy Cohen, Richard Smitten, Cynthia Smith,
beyond ecology, enveloping terrorists, revolutionaries,
Christine Kling, Kristy Montee, and Jonathan King of
Seminoles, a beauty queen, tourists, tournament fisher
Broward County; Daniel Keyes and J.R. Ripley Glenn
men, cosmetic surgeons, and hurricane profiteers. His
Meganek of Boca Raton; T.J. MacGregor, Rob
hook Striptease takes place in his birthplace, Fort
Lauderdale. The book was inspired by the problems of a MacGregor, and Laura Beigrave of Boynton Beach;
David Hagberg and Martha Powell of Vero Beach;
Broward County Congressman at a strip joint near the
Stuart Woods of Orchid Beach; Carolyn Cain of
airport, an example of the "plots sitting right there," in
Melbourne; Anna Flowers.-Brotemarkle of Tltusville;
a world as bizarre as Florida.
Steve Glassman of Ormond Beach;
Like Hiaasen, Buchanan was a
Bob Truluck of Orlando; Karen
journalist at the Miami Herald, where
Harper of Napks; Allan Pedrazas of
she won a Pulitzer Prize for her work
Fort Myers Beach; Stuart Kaininsky
as a police reporter. She draws on
The bflEn in
and Wayne Barcomb of Sarasota;
that experience in writing her mys
myster
Florida
Tim Dorsey and Diane Vogt of
tery series featuring Miami police
ies pruises
t0
Tampa; Aileen Schumacher of
reporter Britt Montero. Read more
Newberry; Michael Lister of
about Buchanan in the article about
Many
continue.
Wewahitchka; and Terry Powell
mystery
writers
in
Florida’s women
t0iay
s
tal
1’
Lewis and SM Date of Tallahassee.
this issue of FORUM.
ented writers
The list keeps growing. In only a
decade the Florida chapter of the
ince the late 1980s, in
are young.
Mystery Writers of America, with
the "after Miami Vice"
Furthermore they
some 200 members, has become the
era, an impressive num
are
energized
ber of mystery writers
third largest state chapter in the
country. Each March the Florida
have emerged through
by ...
a
U
chapter conducts SleuthFest, the
out Florida, Among
place
that
largest mystery-writing conference
them is the Pine Island-based White,
keeps
±uclan&
in the country. More than 300 writ
whose mystery series features Doc
ers, published and unpublished, are
Ford, a marine biologist based on
the imaginatons
one of Florida’s most picturesque
expected to attend the 2003 confer
0± any riters
"places," Sanibel Island. A former
ence in Deerfield Beach.
are
reason
who
Sanibel fishing guide, White writes
Nationally, the MWA annually
ably awake.
awards Edgars-short for Edgar
with authority-and good story
lines-on the ecological problems of
Allan Poe-to the writers of the
the marine world in such books as
best books, stories, nonfiction,
Capriva, Sanibel Flats, and Shark River.
plays, and screenplays. Florida writers who have won
FlU’s Standiford, a recipient of the Frank O’Connor
Edgars include the late Lawrence Sanders 1971,
Award for Short Fiction, has created a series featuring a Stuart Woods 1982, Elmore Leonard 1984, Stuart
protagonist named John Deal, described by the author
Kaminsky 1989, L.ynne Barrett 1991, and Rob
MacGregor 1996. In recent years a number of Florida
as "an honest building contractor." His series, featuring
name
"Deal"
all
its
titles,
includes
Deal
on
a
writers have also been honored as finalists, including
the
in
Ice,
book with an intriguing literary twist. The book opens
Kaminsky, Woods, Barbara Parker, Edna Buchanan,
Allan Pedrazas, humorist Dave Barry, Daniel Keyes, and
at the premier independent bookstore in Coral GaMes,
owned by one Arch Dolan, a close friend of Deal’s. Just David Hagberg who also writes tinder the name Sean
after the announcement that a bookselling conglomer
Flannery with three nominations.
ate will open a superstore across the street from his
Kristy Montee, who co-authored Dead of Winter with
independent store, Dolan is murdered.
her sister, was named a 2002 Edgar finalist for Best
Since the blossoming of the Florida mystery in the
Paperback Original. The book was also nominated by
1980s many other writers have emerged, including:
the worldwide mystery conference, Bouchercon, for a
2002 Anthony Award.
Barbara Parker, Carolina Garcia-Aguilera, James
John
Leslie,
Larry
In addition, Crime Fiction and Film in the Sunshine
Grippando, and Dirk Wyle of Miami;
sense of humor in Florida. His targets extend far

-
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The Liystery of the Vanis1üzg Tianroves
Former Sanibel fishng guide Randy Wayne White’s popular Doc Ford series is set in the back bay
islands of Florida’s southwestern Gulf Coast. Anglers, crabbers, smugglers, poachers, and Ford, a
marine biologist, cavort in the small fishing communities that dot these mangrove-fringed islands teeter
ing on the brink of development. The following excerpt from White’s 1996 book, Capt/va, describes this
endangered Florida landscape.

S

ulphur Wells was a back bay island named for the
artesian springs that Spanish fishermen found
when they settled there in the I lOOs. The island
was isolated by shallow water and a haze of mosquitoes
that bred in the mangrove fringe. Because Sulphur
Wells had no beaches, it had yet to be divvied up,
reconstituted, and sodded by resort conglomerates and
international investment groups. But the island’s day
would come. Florida developers were running out of
beachfront property, so the back bay islands
were the next logical target of the concrete
stalwart. Now, though, the economy of
Sulphur Wells-what there was of it-was
still based on agriculture, commercial fishing,
and blue-collar winter residents who didn’t
have the money for big-ticket properties
over on Gasparilla Island or Manasota Key.
In this way, Sulphur Wells was a Florida
anachronism. The people grew peppers and
pineapples and mangoes; they wholesaled
mullet and blue crabs caught from boats
that they had built up from wooden stringers and
glassed themselves. There were a couple of stores, but
no mall, no 7-Elevens, no car tots. The Florida of Disney
World and Holiday Inn, the slick destination of interstates and jetports, was far away, over on the main
land, across the steel swing bridge that joined Sulphur
Wells with the current decade; a decade which,
inevitably, presaged the island’s own future.
I ran up the eastern rim of Pine Island Sound toward
Charlotte Harbor, hugging the mangrove banks. I had
visited the island a few times by truck on recent buying
trips. Still had a few friends who lived there; guy I’d
known back in high school. But it had been years since
I had boated to the small settlement where Darroux

State: Florida Noir, a dozen chapters on mystery fiction
and motion pictures written by Florida academics and
edited by Steve Glassman and Maurice O’Sullivan, was
a finalist in the Best Critical/Biography category in the
1997 Edgar competition.
Michael Connelly, a former Sarasota and Fort
Lauderdale resident, won an Edgar in 1993-but for a
book set in Los Angeles. After a series o1 novels written
in distant California, he has now moved back to Florida
and lives in Tampa. Mystery fans are hoping the decade
ahead will bring forth a Connelly Florida mystery.
The boom in Florida mysteries promises to continue.
Many of today’s talented writers are young.
Furthermore they are energized by an active mysterywriters’ organization, by effective creative-writing
schools, and by a "place" that keeps fueling the imagi

was said to have lived, Gumbo Limbo.
Which meant that I wasn’t familiar with the sub
merged creeks and gutters that constitute channels on
the flats. The water was seldom more than a couple of
feet deep and, worse, the weak light made the bottom
tough to read. The tide was up but falling, so I held to
the wind-roiled water; avoided the slick streaks that
can be created by the surface tension of protruding sea
grass or oysters. Had the engine jacked high, Tomlinson
on the bow, running sheer.
Sulphur Wells lay to the east, a long
ridge of mangroves and casuarinas.
Occasionally, the mangroves would thin to
reveal the docks of a fish camp or a cluster
of mobile homes. The trailers were set up
on blocks, like derelict cars, their alu
minum shells faded a chalky white or pink.
As we flew past, a man looked up from a
fish-cleaning table and stared. A woman
gathering wash gave us a friendly wave.
Both were quickly absorbed by the marl
shore and crowding mangroves. Just east of a man
grove thicket called Part Island, we raised Gumbo
Limbo: a curvature of land that extended into the
water, its perimeter fringed by a strand of coconut
palms. Now, at afterglow, the trunks of the palms were
yellow, the canopies black, their heavy fronds inter
laced like macaw feathers. A dozen or so wooden hous
es were elevated on shell mounds beyond. I could see
the glow of their windows through the bare limbs of
gumbo-limbo trees. Some of the windows were still
trimmed with Christmas lights. Houses and palms
appeared buoyant on the small raft of land, supported
by the mass of water, but adrift as if the freshening
wind could blow the village out to sea.

nations of any writers who are reasonably awake.
The experience of Joanne Sinchuk points to a popu
larity that is well on its way to becoming global. As far
as she is concerned, Florida writers can’t turn out their
books fast enough. Six years ago she opened Murder on
Miami Beach Mystery Bookstore. Today she limits her
internet sales to Florida books-and these now consti
tute 40 percent of her sales.
"I have customers who place across-the-board orders
for any Florida crime fiction," she said. "My biggest
individual buyer comes from a very cold
place-Norway." S

Florida chap
ter of Mystery Writers of America, is the author of 13 books,
STUART Mel VER, president for three years of the

including Murder in the Tropics.
FALL 2002
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"What’g the deal with Florida?"
That’s probably the most frequent question I and my fellow local writers get asked when we venture out
of state on the book tour. People want to know why novels from the Sunshine State-particularly the mys
teries-are so whacked out. Is it the writers? The heat? The stress of a rapidly growing, crime-ridden,
deceptively glamorous polyglot locale

Another top question: How come so many of the state’s writers come from newspapers?
It is indeed an impressive journalistic roll call. Carl Hiaasen, Edna Buchanan, Dave Barry, Randy Wayne

White, S.V. Date, Paul Levine, Jonathon King.
If you look carefully, the second question pretty much answers the first. That’s the dirty little secret. To
borrow from Barry: We’re not making this stuff up.
This closeness to reality is either the
source of the success, or the beginning
of all the trouble. The absolutely best
stories are the ones you shouldn’t use:
the most insane things the criminals
and the average idiots on the street
actually do. You must resist temptation
and reject them or you’il be accused of
penning bad fiction. As Mark Twain
said, "Truth is
y Tim Dory
stranger than

fiction because

Associated Press wire from across the
state, the local jail records-and all
night long, the police scanner going in
the background, sirens and out-ofbreath officers in loot pursuit.
Meanwhile, I was an unpublished
author working on my first book jot
ting down ideas in a notebook I kept
stashed in a desk drawer at work. It
was going to be a comic tale of wan
derlust, road-tripping around my home
state,

fiction has to make sense." And in a
piece on the Florida genre for the New
York 7imes, Hiaasen called these sto
ries "too true to be good."
For instance? Well, there was one
story I heard out of Fort Myers that
I’m still trying to figure out how to
shoehorn in a book. A man was
involved in a single-vehicle crash on
the interstate and fled the scene into
the woods with women’s undergar
ments hanging all over him. The cops
arrived and found the car filled with
more underwear, some tangled up in
the steering wheel and gearshift.
Crazy behavior erupts all over the
country, and I was beginning to think
I was just getting a disproportionate
sense of Florida’s share because I was
the night metro editor of the Tampa
Tribune. Every story and potential
story came across my desk: the dis
patches from our police reporters, the

visiting all the most beautiful

and historic sites the state had to offer.
But what it would not be was a crime
book or a mystery. That had been
clone too many times before, and
besides, the competition already out
there was way too intimidating. No, it
would be picaresque, full of free-associ
ation, a coming-ofage saga. Maybe
even a modem Don Quixote or a trop
ical Jack Kerouac or one of those
books where reviewers use the word
zeitgeist.
It wasn’t working.
So I’m staring at my computer
screen in the newsroom one night
reading about a guy high on crack who
ordered up a limousine to rob a bank,
and that’s when it hit me like a bolt of
lightning on the road to Dainascus,
The book has to be about crime.
There was no way around it. Sure, the
field was crowded, but this wasn’t a
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17

contrived decision. This was what I
was, what I knew. And besides, a
crazy satire about Florida without
crime? Now that would be bad fic
tion.
So I took that travel comedy I was
working on, Florida Roadthp, threw in
a bunch of dead bodies, and called it
Florida Road kill.
It had taken years of blind stum
bling, but I had finally reinvented the
wheeL I had assembled the formula
that made Miami Vice an internation
al sensation and gave birth to the
modem Florida noir subgenre: chic
locale, dangerous undercurrents, terri
ble crimes. My GodI Look at what
those people are doing to each other!
Yes, but isn’t the background pretty?
It actually worked a little too well. I
didn’t know what I was doing. When
I made the conversion to crime fic
tion, it was with a certain enthusiasm.
I figured if you’re going to kill, then
kill. It became a bloodbath. I knocked
off just about everyone in the noveL
Then I got a multiple-book deal, and
I needed them.
I would just have to come up with
mote loons. No problem. Author
Randy Wayne White is sometimes
asked if he will ever run out of local
ideas and have to move his action out
of state. He answers that this will never
happen; Florida’s a "target-rich envi
ronment."
I must concur. After a certain num
ber of years editing news stories at a
daily metro paper, I thought I’d become
jaded, but our fellow citizens never
ceased to amaze me. I had to keep low
ering the bar of expectations. There is
an anonymous quote I once heard that
I began applying to the Florida cast of
miscreants that paraded across my corn
pilter screen. ‘The difference between
genius and stupidity is that genius has
its limits." Every time I thought noth
ing could surprise me anymore, the
police reporters would bring back
another winner, like the guy who got
an airhoat for his birthday and got
drunk and decided he wanted to take it
on a rest spin, so he did. Down the
street. It ended up in a police chase.
Other places in the country may
have their moments, but for sheer,
20
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weirdness, we have the franchise. And
it’s only getting stronger. During one of
my early meetings with my agent and
editor in New York, there was a discus
sion about the possiHe decline of
Florida fiction. The phase was probably
winding down, they said. Florida just

the other way.
But that leaves the question about
Florida itself Why is it so dam peculiar
down here? What attracts all these nutbars?

With semi-sincere apologies for
shamelessness, I’ll borrow from the
opening of my latest book, Triggerfish

Near the turn ot the millennium. Florida
hail become either romantically lawless
or dangerously stupid, and often botb at
the same 11mg: Casablanca wflhoht

common sense, Dodge City with more
weapons.
-

wasn’t as interesting or strange any
more. The writers were beginning to
force it. Maybe I should move my next
book to some place like Texas.
"But I’ve never been to Texas."
"Oh, you’ll do fine."
In short order, the Elian Gonzales
story put the Miami Relatives on the
national evening news for about fivehundred straight nights, a string that
was oniy broken when Florida changed
the outcome of the presidential elec
tion with a handful of confetti. Then a
series of body blows: terrorist motels
and flight schools, anthrax in Palm
Beach County.
No matter how strange or tragic a
national story, it was like we were all
holding our breaths and waiting hr the
Florida shoe to drop.
Remember the Gary Condit case? It
was the story that finally threw the
weirdness hot potato back to
California. Then remember when it
was revealed he had a brother whom
police wanted to question but couldn’t
find? Let’s see: He’s an ex-con fugitive.
Now where on earth could someone
like that be? I don’t know-why don’t
we look, say
in Florida?
After this little run in the national
consciousness, the questions tapered off
about why the Florida writers arc so offcenter. It had become screamingly clear
this wasn’t some aberrant statistical
clustering. It was environmental.
Crime and strangeness chose us, nor
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From

Triggürfith Twict

Twist, in stores everywhere, a fine gift
for all occasions:
"Near the turn of the millennium,
Florida had become either romantically
lawless or dangerous’y stupid, and often
both at the same time: Casablanca
without common sense, Dodge City
with more weapons. Consider that two
of the most famous Floridians in recent
years have been Janet Reno and the
Anti-Reno, Secretary of State
Katherine Harris. Is there no middle
genetic ground?
"And yet they keep coming to
Florida. People who maintain such
records report that every single day, a
thousand new residents move into the
state. The reasons are varied.
Retirement, beaches, affordable hous
ing, growing job base, tax relief, witness
protection, fugitive warrants, forfeiture
laws that shelter your house if you’re a
Heisman trophy winner who loses a
civil suit in the stabbing death of your
wife, and year-round golf."
Florida’s dubious title as freak-show
capital became official when I was on a
promotional swing through southern
California earlier this year, and a
wornn in a bookstore approached me.
‘Congratulations. Florida’s finally
weirder than us."
Kind of a proud moment. U
TIM DORSEY is author of Florida

Roadkill, Hammerhead Ranch Motel,
Orange Crush, and Triggerfish Twist.
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Orange Pulp

The Wide Brim

Stories of Mayhem, Murder,
and Mystery
Edited by Maurice J. O’Sullivan

Early Poems and Ponderings
of Marjory Stoneman Douglas

and Steve Glassman
"A stylish, engaging collection that
belongs on everybody’s night
stand. Each story sizzles and pops
with Florida’s raunchy, intoxicating
heat. This is great fun!’
-Carl l-Iiaasen.

"This collection is a treasure. . . the
poetry a delightful surprise. Every
one who cares about Florida will be
inspired by the early musings of
this legendary crusader"
-Carl Hiaasen

Cloth $24.95

Blood of My Blood
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
Edited by Anne Ulytbe Meriwether
"All literary collecttons will want
this first work by a classicau

thor."-Libranj Journal
Cloth $24.95

Jacksonville Greets
the 20th Century
The Pictorial Legacy
of Lea/i Mary Cox
Ann Hyman
Photo Editor Ron Masucci
"Leab Mary Cox’s work is a major
discovery for anyone interested in
florida history. Hyman and
Masucci have presented us with a
magnificent gift by revealing her
life and work in this book"Wayne W. Wood, Jacksonville
Historical Society
Cloth $29.95

100% PURE

FLORIDA FICTION

kob3y WiIsci,

100% Pure Florida
Fiction
Edited by Susan Hubbard and
Robley Wilson
"Brighter than a digital print-out.
100% Pure Florida Fiction provides a
full-featuTed map of florida’s
imaginative landscape at the stark
turning of the millennial mo
ment-with visions and after
shocks that linger in the mind long
after reading."-Joe David
Bellamy, former publisher and
editor. Fiction International
Cloth $55.00 Paper $16.95

EditS by Jack F. Davis

NIARJCR

STONEMAN
DOt

Cloth $24.95

In the Eye of
Hurricane Andrew
Eugene F Provenzo, Jr.,
and Asterie Baker Provenzo
"In the year of its 10th anniversary,
In the Eye of Hurricane Andrew
makes us all reflect back on this
devastating event and its impact on
the citizens of South florida."Stephen P. Leatherman, Director of
the International Hurricane Center,
Miami
Cloth $24.95

The Architecture
of Leisure
The Florida Resort Hotels
of Henry Flagler and
Henry Plant
Susan R. Braden
"Through an impressive blending
of images, architectural analysis,
and cultural perspective, Braden
uncovers the multi-layered mean
ing of the florida resort hotel."
-Carroll Van West, Center for
Historic Preservation
Cloth $34.95

Also available through fullservice booksellers or our websile
at www.upf.com

University Pres of Florida
Gaimspilie, Tallahassee, Twupa, Bra Ratt,,i, Pt’ijsot-,,!a. Orlando. Miami. jacksonville, Fort Myers

The term film noir usually conjures up images of
dark rain-soaked urban streets populated by femmes
fatates and fedora-clad tough guys. But Florida noir
uses a different, yet no less effective, setting: The sun
glares down upon chicanery and double-crossing; the
fogs, mists, and swamps embody ambiguous evil.
In Key Largo, the first and perhaps best-known
Florida noir film, the action is set against the swelter
ing calm before that frequent Florida narrative device,
a hurricane. Produced in 1948 on a sound stage during
the golden age 0f Hollywood noir, Key Largo captures
the atmosphere of a tawdry hotel owned by the beauti
ful hut embittered Lauren Bacall and the aging Lionel
Barrymore.

The invading gangster Johnny Rocco, played by
Edward 3. Robinson, provides the perfect noir
moment: He is first seen sitting in a bathtub, a cigar in
his toad-like mouth, attempting to ward off the Florida
hunildity with a fan aimed at his sweaty body. His
antagcnist is Humphrey Bogart, the quintessential noir
anti-hero. Bogart’s Frank McCloud fits the require
ments: A bruised veteran of World War II, he is alien
ated and disaffected yet capable of loyalty to a dead
friend-and capable of a growing involvement with
the friend’s beautiful widow. McCloud’s actions, includ
ing killing the gangster Rocco, are made more intense

by the sweltering build-up to the storm.
Traditionally the noir hero is flawed, and McCloud is
guilty of killing; but since his victim is the truly foul
Rocco, McCloud may be seen as an agent of justice
who helps return some order to an island ravaged by
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evd and destructive forces.

After such a promising beginning, one would think
that more noir films would be set in the Sunshine
State. But the bland ‘5Os ensued, and, instead of noir,
the camera’s eye sought out beach bunnies and volley
ball. At the end of the decade, Some Like it Hot 1959
contains potentially noir elements-the St. Valentine’s
Day massacre, invading troops of gangsters, alienated
heroes plunged into complications beyond their con
trol-hut turns them all into comedy. Some consider it
the funniest movie ever made. This one, too, suppos
edly set in Florida, was shot mainly at the extraordinary
Hotel del Coronado in San Diego.
A few films produced during the ‘60s and ‘70s con
tained striking noir elements and Florida settings, hut
only in small parts. The ‘80s produced several Florida
films that rank with noir films produced anywhere else.
Victor Nuflez adapted John D. MacDonald’s A Flash of
Green 1984 into an effective account of a fundamen
tally decent man Ed Harris who becomes gradually
ensnared and corrupted by the frequent Florida fictional
villains, land developers. It is unfortunate that this film,
with its authentic sense of small-town life on Florida’s
West Coast, is so difficult to find. This film is not a
tale featuring MacDonald’s famous series protagonist
Travis McGee. Each title in the McGee series does fea
ture a color, but the ‘green" book of the series is enti
tled The Green Ripper.
Elrnore Leonard, who often sets his mysteries and
thrillers in Florida, provided the stories for two films
during the ‘SOs. Burt Reynolds chose to direct and cast
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himself in Stick 1985, with a noir anti-hero returning to
Florida seeking revenge for a friend. He lands a job in a
gaudy Miami mansion owned by a man whose "business" is
illegal drugs. Leonard’s Cat Chaser 1989 presents an ex
Marine attempting to forget his past but unable to resist a
femme fatale who entices him to the Caribbean.
Unfortunately, this film never made it to theaters; it went
straight to video.
It is hard to say whether one of the best-known of the

‘SOs crime films really should he called noir. Brian de
Palma’s retelling of the Al Capone legend Scarf ace 1983,
starring Al Pacino as a Marielito who becomes a cocaine
lord in Miami, is powerful-hut is it noir? Film critic

Pauline Kael pinpoints Tony Montana’s Pacino’s charac
ter as one reason for a negative answer to the question. If
he were a real noir protagonist, he would have genuine

integrity and still be open to corruption. Instead, she
argues, he is "a cigar butt in a bird’s-eye view of an ashtray,
such a coked-up dullard that many of us in the audienceespecially women-may lose all interest in him."
Despite the successes and failures of the decade, the ‘SOs
were introduced by perhaps the bestever example of film
noir set in Florida. This is Lawrence Kasdan’s Body Heat
1981. Anyone familiar with Double Indemnity, one of
Hollywood’s noir icons, would see how the Florida film
takes the characters, the plot, and the atmosphere, and runs
away with them. Ned Racine William Hurt, a likable, lazy
philanderer and inept lawyer, meets a beautiful, mysterious

Despite the successes ad failuics of
the decade, the ‘80s were introduced by
perhaps the best-ever exaffiple offilifi
noii set i Florida Iarece
Kasdao’s Belly Heat
.
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stranger at a seaside concert, both seeking a few cooling
breezes. She is Matty Walker Kathleen Turner in her first
role, stunning in a white skirt and blouse. Their conver
sation is perfect noir and suitably sexy; after his clumsy
attempt at a pickup she says, "You’re not too smart. I like
that in a man." He is soon hooked; eventually they plan
to kill her wealthy but slimy husband Richard Crenna.

The film should seem absolutely authentic to Floridians.
The small-town streets, the elaborate mansion, the
Spanish moss, the night-time fogs, the daytime heat-all

are true. It was filmed on location on Florida’s southeast

coast. Only one aspect does not ring true: Though the
film is contemporary, nobody seems to have air condition
ing. But the title is Body Heat after all, and heat is a cen
tral force in the film, from the sweltering weather to the
heat of passion to the flickering flames at the end.
Though Body Heat was followed in the ‘SOs by several
other examples of film noir, the ‘90s produced some that
were superior examples of the genre. Miami Blues 1990
transferred Charles Willeford’s novel to the screen with
terrific perfonnances. Alec Baldwin plays a psychopathic
killer who charms an innocent Jennifer Jason Leigh into
feeding and lodging him. However, Detective Hoke
Mciseley a never-better Fred Ward eventually brings him
to a bloody justice. The film presents a non-glamorous
Miami. We see both the minutiae of ordinary everyday
and the tourist locales like the Miami airport, where
Baldwin’s sudden cruelty to a panhandler keys us in to his
...
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The lop leo Floi da Noii Films:
I BODY HEAT Lawrence Kasdan thrector With
William Hurt, Kathleen Turner, and Kchard Crenna
1981.
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t KEY thRGO John Huston, director With
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Lauren Bacall and Edward 3

3 MIAMI BLUES George Armitage, threccor Wflh

AiecBaldwtn,Jenntferjasonteigh,andFredWard
1990
4 WILD THINGS John McNaughton, director With
Mae Dillon, Kevin Bacon and Neve Campbell 1998
S CHINA MOON John Batley, director With Ed
Harris, Madeleine Stowe, and Charles DanceS 994

çJ

6 A FLASH OP GREEN Victor Nuñez, director With
Ed Harris, Stair Brown, and Richard Jordan 1984

7 BLOOD AND WINE Bob RMelson, dwector With
Jack Nicholson, Judy Davis, and Michael Caine 1997

I

8 PALMETTO VoWer Scblondorff, d;rector With
Woody Han-elson, Elizabeth Shue and Gtna Gershon
1998
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9 STICK Burt Reynolds, director With Candice
Bergen, George Segal, and Charles Durning 1985
10 SCARFACE Brian DePalma W;th Al Pacino,
Steven Baucr Michelle Pfe.fler and Robert Loggia
1983
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nature.
Ten years after appearing mA Flash of Green, Ed Harris
returned to Florida’s West Coast to play a policeman in
China Moon 1994. in the first film he was drawn into
shady land deals; in the second, his character, like his
predecessors in thegenre,hecomesobsessed withthe
femme fatale played by Madeleine Stowe, whose mansion
contrasts with his trailer. She is married to a character
played by Charles Dance-a surprising bit of casting, since
he is a British actor first known here for his heroic role in
television’s Jewel in the Crown, Despite interesting actors
and the prevailing murk that would make one question
whether this is indeed the Sunshine State, this film noir is
flawed by a plot line that is overly predictable.
Blood and Wine 1997 also brought some wonderful
actors to Miami. The main character played by Jack
Nicholson is saddled with an unhappy wife played by the
excellent Judy Davis and a mistress played by the not
yet-famous Jennifer Lope:. He plots a jewel robbery in
which he enlists the aid of slimy, sickly Michael Caine.
The steamy sleaziness of the settings would reinforce any
outsider’s view of South Florida, hut the twists and turns of
the plotwouldkeepthernon the edgeoftheirseats.
More twists and turns would baffle viewers of two films
that appeared in 1998. Palmetto follows traditional noir
prescriptions as it focuses on a typical protagonist, a none26 FORUM FLORJDAHUMANITIFSCOUNCIL
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is the ideal state for film non- Net the Honda of retirement
villas and golf condos, but the Florida of the movies, filled with
Spanish moss and decaying mansions, sweaty trophy wives and dograce gamblers, chain-smoking assistant [Ms and alcoholic newspaper
reporters John U MatUonald is its Raymond Chandler and Can Hiaasen
would be its Elmore Leonard, if Leonard hadnt gotten there first
Now is founded on atmosphere, and Florida has it tacky theme bars on
the beach, humid nights, ceiling fans, losers dazed by greed, the sense of
dead bodies rotting out back tn the Everglades Louisiana has even more
atmosphere, but now needs a society where people are surprised by
depravity, Louustana takes it for granted
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Excerpt from Roger Ebert’s review of the movie Palmetto
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too-bright reporter fresh out of jail, played by Woody
Harrelson. He is seduced by a none-too-innocent baby-sitter
played by sexy Elizabeth Shue. She arranges a fake kidnap
ping and ensnares him in ways he had not foreseen, follow
ing a course of double-crosses, twists, and turns.
But the ultimate twist-and-turn movie would have to be
Wild Things. in fact, it is one of the only movies to require
that an audience sit through the screen credits at the end to
discover how it all turned out. Throughout, the audience is
mystified, then demystified, and then mystified once again.

......

w
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*s.........mu...m...u.au.u.....s..

Is Matt Dillon’s character really a wonderful high-school
counselor? Is Kevin Bacon’s an incorruptible policeman? Is
Neve Campbell’s a vengeful bit of trailer trash who knows
nothing about boats? Is Denise Richards’ an innocent poor
little rich girl? Is Bill Murray’s oniy a dopey lawyer?
The actions revealing the answers to these questions take
place in a variety of Florida settings-a typical high school, a
crummy trailer park, a fancy country club, and various beach
and ocean sites. As with Body Heat every detail fits-but we
have to see the whole thing to understand how.
Film noir in Florida had an auspicious, serious beginning
in 1948 with Key Largo and an entertaining ending to the
century with Wild Things, which shouldn’t be taken too seri
ously. The 50 years between these two films saw the genre
put to various uses in Florida: straightforward noir, comic
uses of the conventions, retelling a predecessor. We do have
to realize that there is no School of Florida Noir, ruling
director, or predictable studio like Warner Brothers in
Hollywood responsible for the Florida versions. Even so, a
number of exceptionally good directors-John Husron,
Lawrence Kasdan, Brian de Palma, to name a few-have
chosen the Florida setting.

his ironic that so many good films in the noir mode have
represented a state that was seen in the 18th century of
William Bartram as a sun-drenched earthly paradise full of
happy folk. However, even from the earliest days Florida has
been host to enough evildoing and morally ambiguous
actions that novelists and movie-makers have a wealth of
potent material to present to their audiences. N
ELLEN L. SMITH is professor of English at Stetson University.
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Corpses
and
Guiture
mystery writers delve into life to find the seeds
of corruption, the motives for murder.
Vomen

dna Buchanan’s Miami is a mysterywriter’s dream: A throbbing, passion

By Barbara O’Reilley

ate, subtropical city that is the last
stop for people on the run. Refugees

the Cuban culture of her lover, a truth-seeker ensnared in
misunderstandings.

and fugitives arrive from different

Carolina Garcia-Aguilera’s Miami, on the other hand, is
a sometimes comic, sometimes gritty world of a private

directions and different cultures-running from
wars, dictators, poverty, from the law, from per
sonal demons, or from each other.
"And here we all are, down at sea level, with that big sky

and the iow clouds overhead, and the barometer drops and
the temperature soars and the full moon rises and all hell
breaks loose. It’s always been that way," said Buchanan,
who experienced the city’s mean streets firsthand for 18
years as a Miami Herald police reporter.
While these tensions explode to the flash of police-car
lights and news deadlines in Buchanan’s fictional world,
they unfold more subtly in novelist Barbara Parker’s Miami.
There, the city is an urban backdrop to the dark drama and
dangers in the life of an attorney who is a single mother in
a demanding profession, an Anglo trying to find her way in
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investigator who is an American-born daughter of a
wealthy Cuban exile family. This fictional private eye
wears stiletto heats to Cuban society events, then grabs her
gun and heads to the waterfront like a classic noir detec
tive intent on facing down crooks and killers.
Buchanan, Parker, and Garcia-Aguilera, three of the
growing number of women mystery writers in Florida, have
created different worlds of this city between sea and
swamp. But all three feature strong, independent female
protagonists who delve into cultural differences, mysterious
pasts, hidden motives, and unspoken expectations in order
to solve mysteries and murders.
They are among the almost 100 published mystery writ
ers in Florida, nearly half of whom are women, said
Carolyn Cain, president 0f the Florida chapter of Mystery
Writers of America and author of The Secret at the Breakers

Hotel, in addition to Buchanan, Parker, and Garcia-

4
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Aguilera, several of the women have pub
lished more than a few books. They
include Catherine Arnold, Laura
Beigrave, Nancy Cohen, Carole Crowe,

T.J. MacGregor, Kristy Montee, Martha
Powers, Aileen Schumacher, Cynthia
Smith, Elaine Viets, and Diane Vogt.
"While some of the men are better
known, the fact is more women members
came out with first books during the last
year than men," Cain said. Among them
are Zelda Becht, Carrie and Louise
Ciofalo, Christine Kling, Laurelle Feuer
Waldman, and Helen Rose.

The work produced by this crowd
ranges from hard-boiled detective stories
and thrillers to tales about amateur
sleuths who live in the suburbs. Most fea
ture women protagonists based in South
Florida, but a few are based elsewhere in
the state, and a few include male protago
nists.
Do these Florida mysteries differ in any
notable ways from those written by men?
The wide variety makes generalizing diffi
cult, but a few observations can be made,
said Christine Jackson, an associate pro
fessor at Nova Southeastern University
and author of the recently published Myth
and Ritual in Women’s Detective Fiction.
Stories by the women writers tend to delve into the past
to solve mysteries, while the men are more likely to write
"about the present and how seedy people come into the
[Floridal mainstream to work out a scheme," Jackson said.
"Many of the women mystery writers have to unearth the
past to find the heart of the crime, the seed of the crime."
While the protagonists created by both genders seek truth,
fight evil, and crusade for justice, the women are more likely
to do this from within mainstream society. Some of Florida’s
most well-known male protagonists, on the other hand, live
our on the water’s edge, occasionally re-entering mainstream
society long enough to pursue answers and justice.
The male approach to solving mysteries tends to be linear
and direct, but women writers are more likely to take an
indirect, intuitive, searching approach, Jackson said. "The
narrative patterns of women are more labyrinthine than the
male approach, which can lurch from violent encounter to
violent encounter."
in addition, women protagonists may juggle gender issues
as they pursue lives outside of traditional feminine roles,
wrote Sarah Fogle, professor at Embry.Riddle Aeronautical
University, in her essay in Crime Fiction and Film in the

Sunshine State: Floridu Noir.
A look at stories by Buchanan, Parker, and Garcia-
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Aguilera serves to illustrate some of these points. Past events
motivate many of their characters, appropriate for plots set
in a city of troubled pasts. All three writers have created
protagonists in their own professions journalism, law, and
private investigation who straddle Miami’s Anglo and
Cuban cultures, better enabling them to investigate how the
past informs the present in this multiethnic cauldron of
stewing passions. In their pursuit of truth and justice, they
follow complex paths and, while they usually act alone, they
work from within society. They live in town and, to varying
degrees, have regular contact with family, friends, lovers, and
colleagues.
Buchanan’s creation, Bruit Montero, is a hard-charging
police reporter for the Miami News. She feels a strong spiri
tual attachment to her father, who was a Cuban revolution
ary killed by a Castro firing squad. She is somewhat
estranged from her fashion-conscious mother, an Anglo
Episcopalian descended from South Florida pioneers, who
views the Cuban side of the family as unsavory, worries
about her daughter’s unconventional, free-wheeling lifestyle,
and wishes she’d adopt more traditionally feminine interests.
Parker, a former Miami prosecutor and attorney in private
practice, created an Anglo protagonist, Gail Connor, who
has a volatile love affair with a Cuban criminal defense

WOMtN

food, water, gasoline, and the urn holding his deceased

attorney, Anthony
Quintana, the black
sheep of a promi

nent exile family.
Quintana, the ille
gitimate son of a
Cuban peasant rev
olutionary who had
an affair with a
daughter in this
wealthy family, is caught between cultures, politics, and gen
erations as he tries to maintain a relationship with his
grandfather, head of the family.
"The grandfather clings to the Cuba of yesterday, the
Cuba of his imagination, and Anthony realizes that this
Cuba no longer exists," Parker said. This tension reflects the
generational changes experienced within Miami’s Cuban
families over the past few decades as the children of exiles
have become Americanized. The tensions between Anglos
and Cubans are also explored as Connor becomes engaged to
Quintana and tries to understand and he understood by his
family white dealing with the negative reactions of her
Anglo ex-hushand and their daughter. Connor, herself, at
times has to stretch to understand the cultural reasons
Quintana does what he does.
Garcia-Aguilera, a practicing private investigator in
Miami who was born in Havana and grew up in New York,
uses humor and drama to delve into the generational differ
ences and political issues within Miami’s Cuban community.
Her protagonist, Lupe Solano, who has been affectionately
described as a Cuban-American princess, lives in a family
mansion built by her father. At his direction, the loyal fami
ly servants keep his yacht fully equipped at a11 times with

wife’s ashes so that he can victoriously return to Cuba the
moment Castro dies, leaves office, or otherwise loses power.
The boat has been ready to go for decades.
Solano moves with equal comfort between Miami’s
wealthy Cuban society and the city’s crime-ridden under
belly. She takes on hot-button issues within the exile
community, in the process illustrating the variety of views
Cuban Americans hold. Like Buchanan and Parker,
Garcia-Aguilera said her books do not represent only one
political view. She said her message to the reader is:
"Don’t believe everything you read in the paper. Open
your eyes to the Cuban situation. Cuban exiles are
pigeonholed into right-wing radical lunatics who had too
much coffee, you know? And that’s not the case. Even
on the [U.S.] embargo [against Cuba], there are two
clear sides to it. Not everyone is joined at the hip. Not
everybody has the same point of view."
Although Solano lives within a family and communi
ty, she works without a sidekick and relies on her own
instincts. Garcia-Aguilera said she intentionally crafted
Solano as a female version of the prototypical noir detective.
For example, Solano uses men the same way male protago
nists in classic detective stories use women, she said.
Solano describes herself in the opening paragraph of
Havana Heat in this way: "I should have been born a man. I
think like one, I act like one, I live my life like one. As a
private investigator for the last eight years, I’ve worked in a
field dominated by men. The men I’ve worked with, as well
as the men I’ve been involved with, have always tried to
ascertain who is the real Lupe Solano. Eventually they all
discover that I have two sides: a gentle, feminine veneer
that I display when I need to, and the ruthless heart and soul
of a man underneath."
ender issues affect Parker’s protagonist,
Gail Connor, in a different way. She is a
divorced woman trying to juggle a tough
legal career along with motherhood and
the societal expectations that go along
with both. She feels guilty and uncomfort
able when talking with the full-time
mothers who always seem to prepare per
fect dinners for their families. Her ex-hus
band tries to get custody of their daughter, claiming Connor
has little time to spend with the 11-yearold. And her pro
fession requires more than just time, as she tries to explain
to her own mother in Suspicion of Betrayal: "Dr. Jekyll and
Ms. Hyde? Mild-mannered mommy by night, fire-breathing
bitch by day.. Eight years of clawing and shoving at
Hartwell Black [law firm] taught me that if you don’t go for
blood, they’ll walk all over you."

Connor also faces gender expectations from the women in
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the Cuban family of her fiance, Quintana. She senses
their judgments of her, especially when she
announces that she and Quintana do not plan to
have children.

ore than the other protagonists,
Connor is enmeshed in family
and personal matters as she tries
to solve mysteries and murders.
This situation is quite different
from that of some of Florida’s

male protagonists who more
closely follow the American Cu’
tural myth of the tone cowboy
who rides into town and sets things straight.
Instead of a cowboy, Connor could be viewed as
"the mother who sees a mess in the house and has
clean it up," Parker said. "It’s an imbalance within
the community and the family, of which she is an
integral part. She doesn’t come into it [like a crusad
er from the outside], she is in it, and she becomes
very upset that someone is upsetting the order, and
she needs to put it right."
Buchanan’s Britt Montero plays the same role
within society. The force that drives her is a
responsibility she feels to ensure that the victims
crimes have their lives acknowledged and their
voices heard. ‘She feels that the dead should be
represented by someone and should have their
stories in the newspaper of record and shouldn’t
be forgotten, shouldn’t just be statistics,"
Buchanan said.
In You Only Die Twice, she put it this way: "My
name is Britt Montero, and I cover the police
beat in this city, where everything is exaggerat
ed, where colors are too vivid to be real, where
ugly is uglier, beautiful is breathtaking, and pas

sions run high. Every day on this job, I see new
faces. Many are dead. My mission is to chroni
cle their stories and preserve them permanent
ly-on the pages of the newspaper 0f record,

in our files, and on our consciousness, forev

Parker, a former Miami prosecutor and
attorney in private pracflce, created an
Anglo protagonis Gail Connor, who has
a volatile ove affair with a Cuban
criminal defense attorney, Anthony
Quntana, the black sheep of a promi
nent exile family

er.
Montero, Connor, and Schwa, in their own ways, "try to
restore life by solving death" said Jackson of Nova
Southeastern. They try to restore order to a society that has
been disrupted. The issues and moral ambiguities facing
them are based in reality and, for that reason, mystery stories
are a "serious business." They are not simply vehicles of
entertainment, she emphasized.
"Is [the mystery genre] a mirror of our culture and does it
shape our culture? I think it’s both of those things," Jackson
said. "It’s not just a way of escape, but a way of education."
This can he seen through the lens of Buchanan’s upcom
ing book, Ice Maiden, her first since the devastating terrorist
attacks in New York last year. In this hook, her Miami
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becomes more noir. Britr Montero is haunted by images of
the 9-11 attacks and depressed not only by some senseless
violence that personally affects her, but also by the over
building and the increasing pollution in the city she loves.
Buchanan’s Miami changes from a place of promise for peo
ple on the run to an emotionally darker place from which
Montero wants to escape.
"She’s yearning to get away to some pristine beach,"
Buchanan said, "to a place like Miami used to
BARBARA O’REILLEY, a writer and adjunct instructor at the
University of South Flonda in St. Petersburg, is editr of
FORUM.
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The Book of the Everglades
Edited by Susan Cerulean
257 pages. Milkweed Editions.
$18.95

Comprehensive Everglades Restoration
Plan passed by Congress in 2000. In
sum, taxpayers will unwittingly contin
ue to fund policy that favors agribusi
ness and population expansion over the
water needs of the nonhuman denizens
of Everglades National Park.
Milkweed has published other
notable books, including the wellreceived Ecology of a Cracker Childhood,

Reviewed by Jack E. Davis

T

ogether, the essays in The Book
of the Everglades read with the
irony and tragedy of an
American saga. The plot revolves
around a beautiful and unique place, a
place that is both a symbol of
American distinctiveness and a mere
possession of the forces of progress.
Sugar corporations are the antagonists,
developers their co-conspirators, and
politicians and bureaucrats the solici
tors of both. The protagonists are
nature lovers, environmental activists,
and scrupulous scientists. The victims
are taxpayers-and nature. Yet, with its
restorative power, the latter is less pas
sive than the krmer. Despoliation has
always been the ugly companion of
American progress; and the pursuit of
progress has defined the Everglades saga

and Cerulean with Jeff Ripple gave us
the wonderful The WIld Heart of Florida.
in The Book of the Everglades, she has
assembled an engaging collection of
insightfully and elegantly written essays
and one poem. Most of the essays are
anecdotal in nature and written in first
person. A republished piece by Carl
Hiaasen, for example, recalls his boy
hood adventures in a "magical" place;

and an original contribution by

Despoliation has always
been the ugly companion

over the last century and a half The
wet expanse has been used and abused,
literally drained half dry for the land
beneath its once-pure water.
The Book of the Everglades is part of
The World As Home list, which its
publisher, Milkweed Editions, describes
as a ‘nonfiction publishing
program.. dedicated to exploring our
relationship to the natural world."
Milkweed also claims that it is "not
espousing any particular environmen
talist or political agenda." The work
lives up to the first description nicely.
As for the second, the editor, Susan
Cerulean, discloses her politics at the
book’s beginning; at the end, she lists
contact information for organizations
committed to the protection of the
Everglades. in this unabashed work of
advocacy, the antagonists have no
voice.
Cerulean and her authors likely
believe that the antagonists have
already spoken forcefully through their
unmitigated acts of exploitation and
policy manipulation. Much like the

average American and hisjher perenni

of American progress;

and the pursuit of
progress has defined the
Everglades saga over the
last century and a half.

al sweet tooth-a culturally acquired
condition insidiously nurtured by the
food industry-politicians are helplessly
addicted to campaign donations and
bureaucrats to their own sense of sur
vival, if not also their sense of impor
tance. By way of a collective lament for
the fractured ecosystem of the
Everglades, the essays constitute a
harsh indictment of this structure of
power. Some of the essays, for example,

expose major problems with the ambi
tious and unprecedented $7.8-billion

Michele Hatton reflects on 30 years of
change in the dike-protected region
where she grew up. Other essays draw
on scientific research. Readers follow
wildlife biologist Susan Diane jewell in
her search for a tricolor heron; and
with the late Archie Carr, they
encounter the hiodiversity of the
Kissimmee Prairie.
The contributors, including writers
such as Al Burt, Jeff Klinkenberg, and
Juanita Greene, comprise a lot that will
be familiar to devoted readers of Florida
journalism. Fifteen of the essayists work
in the field, and they establish the col
lective tone of the book. Only two
essays, by contrast, come from academ
ics. The reader therefore wonders why
Cerulean chose not to balance the col
lection’s impressionistic pieces with
additional objective vthces. Perhaps she
went into the project without hope of
reforming the antagonists with hard sci
ence. She has created, instead, some
thing equally important: a work that
represents compelling reading for a

public that would benefit from knowing
about this American tragedy.
JACK E. DAVIS, an associate professor of

history at the Jniversky of Akibama at
Bfrvningham, currently is a Fulbright who!
ar teaching at the University of Jordan in
Amman, Jordan.
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Selling Oreaffis in the Sunshine State
John Saytes’ recent
film of shady real
estate deals and

dashed dreams has
sparked conversations

I

n Sunshine State, filmmaker John
Sayles takes artistic measure of
Florida. Part morality play and part
Catskills burlesque, the movie dissects

Plantation Island, a thinly disguised
Amelia Island in northeast Florida. A
slice of Old Florida under siege, it is
inhabited by a cast of thoroughly iden
tifiable characters: rapacious realtors
and mom ‘n pop motel owners, a fallen
football star and a crestfallen lover, a
corrupt county commissioner and a
chamber of commerce wacko, and real

and imagined pirates.
In his biting portrayal of greed and
the loss of community, Sayles employs
a trio of wise-cracking Yankee retirees
to serve as a modem Greek chorus.
The chorus laments and exalts Florida’s
virtues and flaws, not in an ancient
amphitheater, but on a well-manicured
golf course only recently hacked from
swamp and hammock. In one of the
film’s most memorable scenes, one of
the chums contemplates the conse
quences of a half-century of growth.

What had-i development wrought? He
concludes, ‘nature on a leash!’ Before
shopping malls and beach resorts, quips
Murray Silver, this benighted state was
‘populated by people who ate catfish."
Silver, played by Alan King, under
stands his calling. "Dreams are what
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throughout Florida.
We asked two
Florida historians to
give us their takes on

the film.

into a plush enclave. Doc Lloyd, the
most redeeming character in the film,
fights to preserve the community’s
memory.
Selling and buying dreams lies at the
heart of the real and celluloid
Sunshine State. As Americans rekin
dled their love affair with Florida after
World War II, owning a beach motel

fulfilled middle-class dreams. One such
motel becomes a metaphor in Sunshine

you sell." There may be no second acts
in life, but Florida provides alluring
opportunities for the newly rich, the
repeatedly failed, and the always ambi

State. To developers, the Sea-Vue rep

tious. From this perspective, developers
and real estate salesmen are not huck
sters but dream makers who envision

Alexander, the kitschy motel once
signified a paradise found; to Marly
Edie Palco, who runs the establish
ment for her parents, the Sea-Vue is a
ball and chain, and selling it offers a
one-way ticket out.
‘You have no idea how hard it is to
invent a tradition," sighs Francine, a
caffeine-wired chamber of commerce
officer hosting Buccaneer Days at the
island’s Deirona Beach Fernandina
Beach. Mary Steenhurgen, who por
trayed Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings in
Cross Creek, plays Francine with gusto.
Meanwhile her husband, a corrupt
politician deeply in debt, searches for
the most theatrical method of suicide.
As Deirona Beach celebrates its

condominiums and gated communities
where others see swamp and sand.
Sunshine State also deals with betray
al and dashed dreams. The island’s
Lincoln Beach American Beach once
sparkled as the most celebrated black
resort in America. Its 1930s founders
promised "recreation and relaxation
without humiliation," hut the promise
of integration and mobility dulled its
luster as a fashionable retreat. Flash
Phillips, the fabled gridiron star, has
returned to talk race pride, hut in reali
ty he serves as a front for developers
who hope to transform beach cottages

resents an investment Opportunity to

create an island of luxury; to an aging
couple Ralph Waite and Jane

mythica’ buccaneer heritage, bulldozers
start to erase its real past, its Indian
mounds and wind-sculpted oak ham
mocks. ‘Nature is overrated," sermo
nize_s one if the carpetbagging golfers.
‘But we’ll miss it when it’s gone,"
replies Murray.
Gary R. Mormino

-

GARY R. MORMINO teaches history at
the University of South Florida and cries
at Frank Capra movies.
*

*

J

ohn Sayles’ Sunshine State weaves
the storics of a number of characters
into a contemporary version of
La Florida’s original saga: a struggle
to survive the onslaught of conquista
dors seeking riches. Although the strug
gle is serious, Sayles delivers painful
truths with a sense of humor. The levity
is along the lines of the Oscar Wilde
quip, "Life is too important to be taken
seriously"
Sayles manages to capture the com
plexities of the landscapes, the people,
and the situations on his fictional
Amelia Island. Various characterswhite, black, and Native Americanembody the dilemmas and compromises
in the struggle between preserving the
area’s heritage and renovating it with
"created traditions" and manicured
communities.

elude "civilization." These scenes had
the grainy authenticity of a home
movie rather than the slick glossiness of
a Hollywood production. Most of all, it
was a treat to see so much of American
Beach Lincoln Beach in the film, one
of the last remnants of the era of sepa
rate but unequal." There is a fleeting
shot of a number of local residents,
including the ‘Beach Lady" MaVynne
BeNch, splendid in her dreadlocks,
whose great grandfather, A. L.
Abraham Lincoln Lewis, was a chief
founder of the beach community. Her
story was distributed among three char
acters: a prodigal daughter played by
Angela Bassett, a communfty activist
Bill Cobhs, and an environmentalist
and arts activist who uses theatrica’
work to save troubled youth Jane
Alexander.
The house to which the Bassett char
acter returns belongs to Mrs. Ernestine
Smith a gentler, kinder, hut just-asfeisty vcfSlOfl of her film counterpart

played by veteran actress Mary Alice.
This house is either the first or second
one built at American Beach and the
first in the community to be placed on
the National Register fin Historic
Places. This year American Beach was
declared a National Historic District.
Sunshine State can he criticized as too
didactic, but perhaps some of this was
necessary; the story Sayles tells is a
complex one, requiring extensive
explanation. I think msr ‘jewels will
agree with a comment overheard as I
left the theater: "That was very good. I
didn’t know all that was going on in
this part of Florida."
I anticipated this film with particular
delight. I was not disappointed.
Sunshine State is not a great film, but it
is pleasure to watch.

-

Carolyn Wil/iams

CAROLYN WILLIAMS is a p’rofessor of

history at the University of North Florida.

I was introduced to the area as I grew
up in the ‘50s and ‘óOs spending sum

mers on American Beach. During the
past decade my research as a historian,
particularLy interviews with longtime
residents, has deepened my apprecia
tion for the rich heritage of the region.
Many of those residents, like the film’s
Ralph Waite character, came from the
turpentine camps and other early indus
tries and now face the demise of their
homes and family businesses as the
Some 0f
developers’ bulldozers move in.
these familiar places and laces can be
seen in the film, as can scenes of earlier
communities built a century ago along
AlA, of historic downtown Fernandina,
and of the marshlands that continue to
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